
Luna Half Parallelogram HSS
28/42×42

For facades, fences, shades and interiors
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product

dimensions (mm) 28/42x42

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6-4,2

1 m²

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Luna Parallelogram SSS 20×92
Also available: Luna Parallelogram SSS 26×68

For facades, fences, shades and interiors
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product

dimensions (mm) 20x92

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6-4,2

1 m²

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Luna Parallelogram SSS 26×68
Also available: Luna Parallelogram SSS 20×92

For facades, fences, shades and interiors
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product

dimensions (mm) 26x68

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6-4,2

1 m²

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Luna SHP 19×92
Also available: Luna SHP 19×117

Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 19x92

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6-4,2

1 m²

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Luna SHP 19×117
Also available: Luna SHP 19×92

Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product
All climates

dimensions (mm) 19x117

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6-4,2

1 m²

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Luna SHP 42×42
For facades, fences, shades and interiors
Dimensional stability
Resin free
Non-toxic
Sustainable wood product

dimensions (mm) 42x42

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian pine

length (m) 3,0/3,6-4,2

1 m²

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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Luna TIGA Parallelogram 26×68
Tiga hidden fixing system
For stylish end result
Dimensional stability
Resin free wood material
Sustainable wood product

dimensions (mm) 26x68

class LunaThermo-D

species Scandinavian Pine

length (m) 3,0–4,2

1 m²

Finnish Lunawood Thermowood is a beautiful wood material produced using natural methods, heat and steam. Thermowood is dimensionally stable, resistant to
decay and non toxic. It can be used for interior and exterior applications. Lunawood is an eco-friendly natural product, which is easy to machine and install.
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